Protein Sequence Grouping by Peptide Word Motifs
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Abstract
Methods for collecting related segments from the protein sequence database using strongly conserved peptide words as well as sequence homology was applied to the problem of reconstruction of PROSITE catalog [1] from the sequence database. In many case our results were well consistent with PROSITE although some additional relationships were also found.

1 Introduction
Protein motif search becomes one of the most useful approaches to give functional interpretations to newly determined sequences. Because contents of motif dictionaries such as PROSITE are limited by the current knowledge of protein functional sites, automatic discovery of motifs has been a challenging theme in order to expand motif libraries. Two steps are required to construct motif library: 1) grouping sequences and 2) detecting common patterns or conserved regions in these sequence groups. There are several methods automating the second step. BLOCKS [2] is a well known example where conserved segments were automatically extracted from unaligned sequence sets. However, because these blocks were extracted only from sequence groups cataloged in PROSITE, it could not expand PROSITE catalog. It is important to develop a procedure to group sequences.

We have developed methods for compiling related sequences from the entire protein sequence database by very local sequence features [3]. Here we apply our method to the problem of redefining PROSITE catalog to test the ability of automatic grouping.

2 Methods & Results
Our method is based on BLAST algorithm [4]. BLAST initially constructs a word list for initial search which contains all k-length words in the query sequence and their neighborhood words. In our
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algorithm, every neighborhood word set $w_i$ at position $i$ of the query sequence is a candidate of motif. We set the word length $k = 5$. After the homology search by BLAST algorithm is done, sequences belonging to group $g_i$ are collected at every position $i$ by adding sequences one by one in order of the homology score until occurrence of the word set $w_i$ is greater than a given threshold. Each group $g_i$ is refined by succeeding procedures which eliminate sequences with low similarity by evaluating multiple sequence similarity. Finally, too small groups are discarded because of statistical insignificance.

To test this algorithm, we selected one sequence from the DR field of each PROSITE entry and searched it against SWISS-PROT database by above algorithm to collect related segments. When we used 736 non-overlapping PROSITE groups containing 18094 SWISS-PROT entries, our algorithm found 13455 correct entries (74% coverage) and additional 6948 entries. In many of the latter cases, our algorithm found relationships other than the original PROSITE groups, although some false positives were also found. Since our method can be applied to any query sequence, it is able to collect motifs independently of PROSITE catalog or any other groups.
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